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******************************************************************************************** BIG’s News Letter 03_05 (English Version) ******************************************************************************************** Introduction: After the last Newsletter I have received some feedback from BIG members. And I have to say that this is what makes the work to write these Newsletters worthwhile. You don’t need to stick to the topics that are handled in the newsletter. Any feedback is appreciated. The “the BIG of the week” has inspired Olivier Dupeyroux to create the first webpage dedicated to a BIG. Interested ? You can find this page on: Big_324. I hope more of these pages will follow so we can prepare ourselves even better before we perform the climb ! And Daniel Gobert has made an archive where the previous BIGs of the week can be found: Archive of BIGs of the week But check out the BIG’s website as the homepage has been slightly changed so you have easy access to all BIG information. Chapters of this newsletter 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



BIG news BIG overview BIG Rules ! About a BIG. May Rendezvous September Rendezvous Conclusion Translation links



******************************************************************************************** 1. BIG news: Here’s a short summary of the topics that can be found on the “NEWS” page of the BIG: News 2005. There is a question if you want to share your summer plans with other BIG members. There are already some plans listed and you can add yours if you want to. Check what plans are already listed on: Summer plans. Since the 8th of June, we have a collaboration with another cycloclimbing challenge: UIC (Unione Internazionale dei Cicloscalatori). The UIC is the third cycloclimbing challenge in order of numbers after the "cent cols" and us, recently based in Italy. The UIC will reserve two pages in its annual review about the BIG and the same in the opposite way. Some years, the rendezvous will be organised in a common operation. Other years, they will be announced at very different dates to give the ability to the members included in both groups to take part in each of them. Here is a link to the UIC homepage: UIC homepage.



2. BIG overview: This chapter contains an overview of general information of the BIG. • •



General website: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert Rules and organisation: http://danielgobert.free.fr/orga/regl-orga-en.htm )



To be more cool and fit in our way of living, we'll give you here down some precisions about us: 1. 2.



3.



4.



The subscription is free (no payment). It is immediately active with the reception of the subscription's formular. Each year, the new claims, will be sent between october and december, with a particular formular only presented on our website during this period, or with a postal mail at the adress : BIG clos des Coteaux, 4 at B-5001 Belgrade (Belgium). The annual review, which exists since 1986, and the coloured diplomas can be sent to your adress against 10 Euros a year,(free the first year for the eastern countries) transfered to the BIG's bankcount (IBAN : BE39 0012 4271 7419 BIC:GEBABEBB in Belgium or IBAN : FR76 1200 6000 1073 0014 1364 781 and BIC : AGRIFRPP820 in France). You can also send some texts or pictures about the climbs for the review during this period (see the reviews http://users.belgacom.net/bn014220/articlesrevues.htm). You can have a look at our website http://users.swing.be/danielgobert ,by clicking on the following subjects • The BIG-Passacol 2005 gives locations, datas and so on about our 1.000 BIGs. Simple listing: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/big/liste.htm Passacol: http://bigascensions.free.fr/loca2004/accueil.htm • The classification of our members. Present general classification: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/big/classement.htm). • Prize list: http://danielgobert.free.fr/table/result.htm • And their eventual identity climbingcards (you can also send us what you want about you as a cycloclimber). Listing of the subscribed members: http://odupeyroux.free.fr/index.htm ) • The ability to order jerseys or jackets of our association, see http://bigascensions.free.fr/jersey.htm • The ability to book rooms or the tours in our rendezvous, see http://bigascensions.free.fr/rendezvous/rendezvousbig.htm • The history of our listing of 1.000 and the ability that each member has, to remove it by suggestions that the GIO (group-international-organiser), at the end of the year, will select through inside votations, for the choice of maximum 5 changes in the listing a year. Changes: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/news/suggest.htm) • The listing of the BIG's managers. The comity: http://danielgobert.free.fr/formulaires/comity.htm. The contacts: http://danielgobert.free.fr/formulaires/formulaires.htm • The last news, see http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/actu2005.htm • The BIG's mailing-list in Yahoo (write a blank mail to: [email protected]



3. BIG Rules !: Well, here’s a second rule that I would like to highlight. Suppose you have been able in the past to add a BIG claim to your price list and then one year it is replaced by another BIG. What happens then ? Well, fortunately there is a rule for that, that states: “When a member proclaims the past success of a number, this is for all his life. He claims the number if he ascended the summit, corresponding to the moment of the declaration of the number achieved. If after that, the name of the climb is amended to another climb, he would still preserve the success of climbing this number.” It’s always tough to read through such a rule, so here is an example. Suppose that in 2004 you have claimed BIG 192 Ammer Sattel which is located in Germany. At the end of 2004 it was decided to replace this climb by the Nebelhorn climb that is also located in Germany. As you have already performed BIG 192 there is no reason for you (except fun !!) to perform the Nebelhorn climb. Once BIG 192 has been claimed then this claim will stay valid for ever. And this is of course also valid for other BIGs. Here are once more the links to the BIG rules: Regle (French) Rules (English) Regelementen (Dutch) Regolamento (italiano) Regelen (Deutsch) Regolamentos (Español) (under construction) 4. About a BIG: Well, here’s another BIG I want to bring to your attention. It’s the BIG that got me cycling again ! It’s a mountain that seems to attract especially Dutch cyclists. Past glory of victories of Dutch professional cyclists have lead to that. But fortunately there are also other nationalities there. It’s also a BIG that is regularly on the menu of the Tour de France. Yes, it’s BIG number 290 better known as Alpe d’Huez. There are of course the famous 21 hairpin turns that have been named after the professionals who won a stage of the Tour de France. This adds to the legend of this climb I think. It’s also all the text that has been painted on the road. When you cycle upwards you see names on the road of Virenque and Ullrich for instance. And you’re cycling there too ! The start is just outside Bourg d’Oisans. You have to cross the Romanche river and then there is a banner stating: “Depart le Montée de l’Alpe d’Huez”. The first 600m it’s flat and then it starts. The first part to La Garde is quite tough, 10-11% on average. You have to get into the right rhythm. Then there is some relieve as the gradient goes down somewhat. But it’s still hard work to make your way up to Huez. By then you can see the houses that make up l’Alpe d’Huez. The last part is steep again, just before you enter l’Alpe d’Huez where the finish banner is located: Le Montée de l’Alpe Huez, Arrivee. Bear in mind that this is not the finish line for the stages of the Tour de France ! But the BIG acknowledges this as the point where this BIG can be claimed.



There is an alternative side for this climb that is not well known. This climb starts in Le Freney d'Oisans and takes you to l’Alpe d’Huez via the Col du Sarrennes. The climb is longer, not so steep and there is also less traffic. You can enjoy the scenery and that’s really nice. In case you do want to perform the classic climb, don’t want to climb again and still want to enjoy the scenery then there is another option. In that case, you can descent from l’Alpe d’Huez down to Huez and on to La Garde. There you take the turn to the D211a. This road really clings to the mountain and offers a spectacular view on the Romanche valley. 5. May Rendezvous: Well, this is the final chapter on the rendezvous in St-Ursanne. Here’s a short recap that also can be found on the News 2005 page. There was a very pleasant atmosphere among the 19 members who met in St-Ursanne for the 20th birthday. Excellent booking in a very sympathic hostel called "Le Chandelier". Marc Desender has well chosen. With Wim Van Els, Coen Schillemans, Albert Arts and Luc Oteman from Holland; with Antoon Van Engelandt, Jean-Louis Smout, Guy van den Kieboom, Axel Jansen, Luc Willem and Daniel Gobert from Belgium, with Claudia Sommer and Karl Brunner from Germany, with Jules Dejace from Italy, Juris Martins and Mara Silina from Lettonia, with Christian Le Corre from France : it was a group plenty of respect each one for another. Very different programmas and tours for the three days and a very hot atmosphere for a very cold weather. We'll remember the terrible slopes of the Weissenstein and Balmberg, the finest curves of Montfaucon or Noirmont; the highest tops in a smoggy unvisibility of Chasseral or Belchen, the lost tower of Blauen, the funicular cutting the long straight second line in the so badly called "Mont Soleil". And all the additional passes on the way. We'll remember the quizz won through the knowledge of Platak and Vainsteins, we'll finally meet somewhere in 2010. If you are interested in the pictures of the rendezvous you can look at the pictures of Karl Brenner at: Rendezvous2005. 6. September Rendezvous: Even though the rendezvous in St. Ursanne is just behind us, a new “small” rendezvous is already on the agenda. This rendezvous will be helt on September the 4th in Rotheux. The cycling part is 70km with a total height difference that needs to be conquered of 1.300m. Here are the details: • • •



•



Rotheux (Start) Petit Berleur - Limont – Comblain ¾ Côte de Fraiture / 2.6km - 136m Rivage- direction Aywaille ¾ Côte de Septroux vers Awans (very beautiful) / 2,7km - 142m ¾ Côte de Niaster - 1,8 km - 139m ¾ Côte de la Redoute (BIG Nr 128) / 1.65 km - 161m ¾ Col de Cornémont ¾ Côte des Forges (oldly in Liège-Bastogne-Liège) / 2,1 km - 126m ¾ Côte de Hautgnée – Esneux and back via Hout-si Plou ¾ Côte de Bonsgnée.



All informations via Jacques FRANCK ([email protected])



7. Conclusion: Well, plenty of news again. As usual I hope that the newsletter will be of use to you. Any feedback is appreciated. And you are of course always welcome to give input ! Best regards, Helmuth Dekkers, BIG’s secretary



8. Translation Links: This Newsletter from the BIG is only in English or French. You can translate it to your own language through automatic translators like: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Cette Newsletter du BIG est en Anglais ou Français seulement. Vous pouvez traduire ce Bulletin dans votre langue d'origine via des traducteurs automatiques comme: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=fr. Deze Newsletter van de BIG is enkel in het Engels en Frans. Je kant deze Nieuwsbrief vertalen met een vertaal functie op Internet zoals: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Diese Newsletter ist nur in Engels oder Frans. Das ist möglich zu übersetzen diese Newsletter in Deutsch durch Automatieke Übersetzung wie: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=de. Questo Newsletter è solamente in Inglese o in Francese. E posibile a tradurre questo Newsletter in italiano con uno traduttore automatico come: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=it. Este Newsletter està únicamente en inglès o en francès. Está posibles traducir este Newsletteral español con un traducción automatico como: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=es.
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